Creating animated videos
Collection: Interacting with media
Animated videos have become incredibly popular, because they can be really effective in
engaging audiences, getting your message across and simplifying complex subjects.
It’s very common to see this type of video used to promote products and services online and they’re used in a similar way to market things inside organisations - to share ideas and
launch new initiatives.
And of course, they make great learning content - which can be used stand-alone,
embedded within other learning content or even used by trainers in the classroom.
The best news is that you can definitely make them yourself. You need an idea – and a
design and development process to help you make it a reality. And to build it, you’ll need a
tool that’s right for the content and right for you.

Is this for you?
This course is aimed at digital content designers, graphic designers, subject specialists,
trainers, marketers – in fact just about anyone who wants to create animated videos
themselves or intends to work alongside other specialists. It assumes no technical
knowledge other than basic computer skills. If you already have software suitable for
animating (and PowerPoint is enough to get started), that’s fine. If you don’t, you’ll find out
on the course what’s needed to do a good job.

Skills you will acquire
Complete this course and you’ll be able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

identify when an animated video is right for your subject
create a compelling idea that you can then take through a simple design process
plan and structure your animated video to give it balance and pace
design animated videos and build them using simple office tools
design animated videos that can be developed in more complex animation tools
publish and share your animated videos
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Your journey
To help you build your skills in creating animated videos we have provided you with twelve
lessons, each of which includes a short video and sometimes an activity to complete. We
have also provided you with a number of resources that you can use for on-going reference,
including tips and links to useful tools.
In lessons one to six we’ll cover what animated videos are, the formats, the characteristics
of good animated videos, the design process, the tools and ways to distribute them. In
lessons seven to twelve we’ll see how that looks in practice as we go through the design and
development process for two different styles of animated video. We’ll then show how those
videos were built in two different ways – once using a professional animation tool and once
using PowerPoint.

Recognition for you
If you complete all elements of this course, you will receive a Skills Journey badge. You can
go a step further and complete the optional assignment, designed to help you apply what
you have learned to a real-world task. If you are just browsing this course, then this is likely
to be a step too far, but if you are serious about building your skills, this will be an
invaluable exercise.
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